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ESTIMATES OF MINIMUM LAVA FLOW ERUPTION RATES ON 
VENUS; L.R. Gaddis, Department of Geology, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287 

A technique for estimating lava flow volume eruption rates [I] has been applied to 15 lava flows 
on Venus. These lava flows, observed on the Venera 15/16 radar images as elongate, bright, 
lobate features, emanate from volcanic structures such as shields and coronae. For each lava flow, 
length, width, and local slope were measured from Venera 15/16 radar images and maps. It is 
assumed that the observed elongate bright feature represents the true extent of the flow, each flow 
reached its maximum possible length permitted by cooling, and that local topography did not act to 
constrain or confine the flow (i.e., the geometry of the flow is relatively simple). The purposes of 
this analysis are to: (1) provide additional estimates of lava flow volume eruption rates; (2) extend 
the work of Head and Wilson [I] to include flows in different tectonic environments; and (3) 
qualitatively assess the relationship between volcanism and tectonism on Venus. 

A detailed summary of the technique used here is given by Head and Wilson [I]. Briefly, 
rheological parameters used in this technique are constrained by the following conditions: (1) an 
anhydrous tholeiite composition is assumed; (2) anhydrous magmas on Venus are 2 to 4 times 
more viscous than on Earth, with a reasonable range of yield strengths (Y) of 0.01 to 104 Pa; (3) 
plastic viscosities (q) of 300 to 3000 Pa s are plausible. On the basis of these assumptions (using 
reasonable pairs of Y, q), the lava flow morphology model of Hulme (1974) [2] for Bingham 
plastics, and observations of local slope (a, radians; taken from Venera 15/16 images, these values 
fall within the range of 0.001 to 0.03 radians for Venus [3]), flow width (Wt, km), and flow 
length (X, krn), a minimum volume rate of eruption (F) may be calculated for simple lava flows. 
According to the model of Hulme [2], lava flows at an average velocity (u, m/s) in a channel 
(width W,, m; central thickness D,, m) with a flanking levee (width Wb, m; maximum thickness 
Db, m) on each side. If the lava has a density p (-2600 kg/m3 for Venus), with a gravitational 
Constant g (-8.87 m/s2 for Venus), and flows down a slope a (a<<l, radians), then Db=Y/(gpa), 
Wb=Y/(2gpa2), Wc=[(24Fq)l(Ya2)]1fl (for WJ2Wbc-1) or Wc=[(24Fq)4gp/Y5a6]1/11 (for 
WJ2Wb>-1) [4], Wt=Wc+2Wb, and D,=[(YWJ/(gp)I1n. The actively moving flow portion has a 
cross-sectional area A so that A=([2gp)/(3Y)](DC3-Db3), and u=F/A. Finally, the maximum flow 
length (X, km) attained before the flow cools is given by X=DC2u/A~, where A is the critical 
Graetz number (-270 for Venus) and K is the thermal diffusivity of the lava (-7x10-7 for Venus), 
and the flow duration, 2, is given by z=X/u. The calculated values of flow length using these 
equations and suitable pairs of (Y,q) may be compared to the observed flow lengths. The 
calculated volume rate of eruption, F, for which the (Y,q) pair yields comparable observed and 
calculated flow lengths therefore represents a minimum plausible value. Although it is assumed 
here th@ the 15 flows attained their maximum length, pairs of (Y,q) for which calculated flow 
lengths exceed the observed lengths are also possible within the rheological conditions described 

C 

above. 
Calculated minimum volume eruption rates for 15 lava flows on Venus are presented in Table 1. 

Preliminary analyses of these data suggest that: (1) the majority of flows have volume eruption 
rates in the range of 1x104 to 3x104 m3/s, with a single wide flow with an eruption rate of -9~104 
m3/s. These values are relatively high (in agreement with those of Head and Wilson [I]), and are 
comparable to those observed for longer lava flows on the Moon and Mars [5]. High lava flow 
eruption rates appear to behave been common on Venus; (2) the 15 flows studied here are broadly 
distributed across the northern hemisphere of Venus (within the area covered by Venera 15/16) and 
are located at elevations ranging from -1.5 km to 5.0 km [6]. At the present time, there does not 
appear to be a correlation between flow location, eruption rate, and physiographic province (e.g., 
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highlands, lowlands). (3) High eruption rates for lava flows require long and/or wide conduits to 
the surface [7], suggesting that such features exist as surface outlets for the lava flows treated here. 
The broad distribution of these flows indicates that lithospheric stress conditions favoring the 
formation of large fissures occur or have occurred in a variety of provinces on Venus. Additional 
work is underway to determine the relationship between specific tectonic features and volcanic 
features, specifically lava flows, on Venus. 
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